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A B S T R A C T

Computing systems continue to evolve, resulting in increased performance when processing workloads in
large data centers due to the virtualization benefits. This technology is the key factor that allows multiple
applications to share resources, thereby enhancing the overall hardware utilization of cloud computing
environments. However, multiple cloud-services contending for shared resources are susceptible to cross-
application interference, which can lead to significant performance degradation and, consequently, an increase
in Service Level Agreements violations. Nevertheless, state-of-the-art resource scheduling still relies mainly on
resource capacity, adopting heuristics such as bin-packing and overlooking this source of overhead. But in
recent years, interference-aware scheduling has gained traction, with the investigation of ways to classify
applications regarding their interference levels and the proposal of static interference models and policies for
scheduling co-hosted cloud applications. The preliminary results already show a considerable improvement
in resource utilization and can be considered as the first steps toward a dynamic scheduling strategy. In
this scenario, this paper proposes a machine learning-driven classification scheme for dynamic interference-
aware resource scheduling in cloud computing environments. The main goal is to present how a classification
approach, that better represents the workload variations, affects resource scheduling. In the first place, we
analyze how hardware resources react to different applications with dynamic workloads. Then, we explore
distinct interference classification formats and evaluate their efficiency, taking the dynamic nature of cloud
workloads into account. Lastly, we present an interference-aware application classifier based on machine
learning techniques and compare it with related work, adopting a variety of workload patterns. Preliminary
results revealed an improvement in resource utilization efficiency by 27%, on average, when applying our
classification approach in cloud infrastructures.
1. Introduction

In recent years, cloud computing has received considerable at-
tention from the scientific community. It is accepted as an ultimate
way of managing data utilization and resources, as well as delivering
various computing IT services [1]. Many internet-based applications
have begun to take advantage of cloud computing due to the promise
of unlimited computing resources and the pay-as-you-use model [2,3].
A cloud system can offer this set of capabilities by the benefit of
virtualization techniques, executing multiple virtual instances placed
on different physical machines, located in data centers [4]. This strat-
egy allows cloud computing providers to use their infrastructure more
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efficiently, reducing expenses with energy consumption [5]. However,
related work [6–8] show that several cloud-services contending for
shared resources can generate cross-application interference, which
may lead to significant performance degradation and consequently to
an increase in Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations.

In order to allow virtualized platforms to deliver SLA guarantees
for high user satisfaction, efficient and automatic resource scheduling
strategies are essential [9,10]. Resource scheduling is a core function
of cloud computing providers and a central component to coordinate
all the other platform features to deliver performance-oriented so-
lutions [11]. Typically, in large data centers, resource scheduling is
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accomplished through heuristics, such as bin-packing, which consid-
ers only resource capacity aspects, overlooking their source of over-
head [12,13].

Looking for alternatives, recent related work [14] has proposed
static models and scheduling policies based on interference gener-
ated by co-allocated applications. That study suggests an attraction/
repulsion method built upon the workload profile of each application,
getting around the traditional concept of just observing resource uti-
lization and capacity. In this case, web applications are investigated
since they are a category that presents workload variations at runtime.
Besides, they have an unpredictable intensity variation of resource
utilization due to different user request patterns and periodicity [15].

Performance interference among web applications in multi-tenant
systems is known to adversely impact the Quality of Service (QoS)
properties of applications [16]. Dynamic service demands and work-
load profiles further raise the challenges for cloud service providers
in managing resources on-demand to satisfy SLAs while minimizing
operational costs [17]. Any solution that addresses these challenges re-
quires an approach that should account for the workload variability and
performance interference [18]. Therefore, evolving from a static to a
dynamic interference-aware scheduling strategy brings some questions
up, given the inherently dynamic nature of the process, such as: How to
classify dynamic workloads based on resource interference in real-time?
When to execute the classification?

In order to start answering these questions, this paper proposes an
interference-aware classification scheme that aims at enabling better
utilization of available resources through the execution of multiple
workloads on the minimum number of physical machines, and, conse-
quently, minimizing SLA violations. Usually, any scheduling approach
must consist of at least two parts: a classification scheme for identifying
which applications should and should not be scheduled together, as
well as the scheduling policy that makes the decisions based on this
information [19]. Since the classification component plays a pivotal
role in dynamic resource scheduling in cloud computing environments,
in this work, we focus on the analysis of a classification scheme and
its efficiency. Firstly, we perform an initial analysis of how applica-
tions with dynamic workloads behave under distinct circumstances,
observing each resource and its contrast to response time aspects.
Then, we describe how an interference-aware classification scheme,
that better represents the workload variations, handles computational
resources and its effect on resource scheduling. Finally, we present
an interference-aware application classifier based on the combination
of two well-known machine learning techniques, validating its model
through some quality measures, and then comparing the classifier with
related work.

The rest of this document is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
related work and background material. Section 3 presents an analysis
of interference from dynamic workloads. Section 4 demonstrates dif-
ferent interference classification formats and their impact on resource
scheduling. Section 5 describes an interference-aware application clas-
sifier, its functionalities and capabilities. Section 6 introduces related
work in the literature. Finally, Section 7 depicts conclusions and future
directions.

2. Background and state-of-the-art

This section outlines the state-of-the-art concepts intrinsic to the
work. Firstly, we characterize applications with dynamic workloads.
Then, we define interference and its impact on performance. After, we
introduce the interference-aware scheduling concept. Lastly, we explain
2

the machine learning techniques adopted in this study.
2.1. Applications with dynamic workloads

In cloud computing, applications may have different workload pat-
terns and QoS requirements. For example, non-interactive batches re-
quire completion time, while transactional web applications are con-
cerned with throughput guarantees. Different application workloads de-
mand a diverse type and amount of resources. In particular, batch-jobs
tend to be relatively stable, while latency-sensitive tends to be highly
unpredictable and bursty in nature [20]. Besides, latency-sensitive
applications can include short latency-critical user-facing tasks, such as
responding to web search requests. Also, this class of workloads is char-
acterized by short deadlines in the order of tens of milliseconds [21].

Multi-tenant web systems can efficiently allocate resources within
and among data centers according to time-varying demand [15]. Their
workload is not deferrable, and this means that every time a request
is received, the response should be generated immediately afterward.
Consequently, such applications must make real-time scheduling of the
load, which does not delay the current requests [22]. This application
category presents workload variations at runtime and an unpredictable
intensity variation of resource utilization due to the user’s different
request patterns and periodicity [15]. Therefore, web applications are
ideal candidates to evaluate interference effects suffered by dynamic
workloads and will be considered as target applications in this work.

Garg et al. [20] propose an admission control and scheduling mech-
anism to ensure the meeting of users’ QoS requirements, as specified
in SLAs. The authors claim that it is important to be aware of different
types of SLAs and the mix of workloads for better resource provisioning
and utilization of data centers. Results show substantial improvement
in reducing SLA violations. Sampaio et al. [23] address the resource
allocation issues running different types of application workloads, such
as CPU- and network-intensive applications. After conducting several
experiments with synthetic workloads, results indicate that the author’s
strategy is able to fulfill contracted SLAs of real-world environments
while reducing energy costs.

2.2. Performance interference

Nowadays, due to resource sharing techniques, physical machines
host several applications. Resource sharing methods, such as virtual-
ization and containerization, provide several approaches to mitigate
resource contention problems related to co-hosted applications. Such
technologies are the main drivers of high resource utilization in mod-
ern data centers. However, the intensive use of a source, considering
multiple services, certainly will face resource contention problems. This
problem is known as performance interference, and it may lead to
severe performance degradation [14,24].

Resource consolidation may lead to severe performance degrada-
tion. The performance degradation caused by virtual machines running
on the same computational environment is known as virtual machine
interference. Handling higher virtual machine interference may result
in a higher consolidation, while strict low interference requirements
may demand more resources. Jersark and Ferreto [7] claim that ap-
plications are affected by other virtual machines, which use the same
resource intensively in the same physical machine. Furthermore, each
resource is affected differently. CPU intensive applications led to perfor-
mance degradation of 14%. In memory and disk I/O intensive applica-
tions, the performance degradation was as high as 90%. Therefore, it is
clear that performance interference is a problem, and the performance
degradation varies depending on the most used resource.

Besides the environments mentioned above, performance interfer-
ence also affects container-based environments. Disk-intensive applica-
tions running over containers promote performance degradation that
uses different resources intensively. Xavier et al. [8] have tested several
combinations of co-hosted workloads. While some of these combina-
tions led to performance degradation of 38%, they could also combine

the workloads with no interference.
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Cluster environments usually run multiple user-applications concur-
rently, handling several requests that eventually compete for access to
shared resources such as the file system or the network. Low application
performance may be caused by interference from different sources.
Shah et al. [25] state that mapping performance data related to shared
resources onto time slices can establish the simultaneity of application
usage across jobs, which can be indicative of inter-application interfer-
ence. In some cases, inter-application interference causes performance
degradation by up to 50%.

2.3. Interference-aware scheduling

In cloud computing ecosystems, consolidating multiple user applica-
tions onto multi-core servers generates interference between co-hosted
applications, which impacts application performance. To minimize in-
terference effects and improve application performance, a common
solution is to utilize schedulers that consider interference issues [26].

Chiang and Huang [27] present TRACON, a Task and Resource Allo-
cation CONtrol framework that mitigates the interference effects from
concurrent data-intensive applications and improves the overall sys-
tem performance. TRACON utilizes machine learning-based techniques
to perform an interference model prediction that infers application
performance from resource consumption observed from different VMs
and an interference-aware scheduler that is designed to utilize the
model for effective resource management. Evaluation results present
an improvement of 50% on application at runtime and 80% on I/O
throughput for data-intensive applications in virtualized data centers.

Kansal and Ghaffarkhah [16], Delimitrou and Kozyrakis [28] and
Shekhar et al. [18], concerned about meeting QoS requirements while
improving the system efficiency, have built online interference-aware
schedulers. They apply predictive models that observe workload met-
rics and performance interference interactions to perform resource
management. Experimental evaluations show system utilization im-
provement by up to 35% [16]; QoS guarantee rates of 52% [28]; and
tail latency reduction by up to 39% [18].

Zhu and Tung [29] and Bu et al. [30] present task scheduling
strategies that include interference aspects, based on task performance
prediction models to realize better workload placement decisions. Pro-
posed models achieve an average error of less than 8% and a speedup
of 1.5 to 6.5 times for individual jobs, respectively. Zang et al. [31]
and Wang et al. [32] developed interference-aware job scheduling al-
gorithms to estimate the effect of interference among multiple instances
of virtualized environments. Results show that proposed scheduling
algorithms, on average, reduce the execution time of tasks by 6.5%.

Chen et al. [12] present CloudScope, a system for diagnosing inter-
ference for multi-tenant cloud systems. It (re)assigns virtual machines
to physical machines and optimizes the hypervisor configuration for
different workloads. The interference-aware scheduler improves virtual
machine performance by up to 10% compared to the default scheduler.

2.4. Machine learning algorithms

Some problems are solved from algorithms specifying step-by-step
how they can be solved. However, it is not an easy task to write a
program to mimetize human abilities, such as face or voice recogni-
tion, which demands experiences and pattern recognition. Therefore,
machine learning is a technique that learns from data, patterns analysis,
and approximation functions to extract knowledge based on the input
data [33]. Machine learning techniques are mainly grouped into three
categories: (i) reinforcement learning, (ii) supervised, and (iii) unsu-
pervised. Reinforcement learning allows a machine to learn from the
feedback received through interactions with an external environment.
Unsupervised machine learning is applied to conclude from a given
dataset consisting of input from a data. Supervised machine learning
techniques estimate the relationship between input attributes and a
target attribute. Thus, they can be classified into two main categories:
3

classification and regression. On the regression, the output variable
takes continuous values; on the other hand, while in classification, it
split the data into different classes [34]. In this study, two machine
learning algorithms have been employed: SVM for classification and
K-Means for clustering.

2.4.1. SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised technique based on

statistical learning theory. Support vectors are the data points nearest
to the hyperplane. Hence, the main idea is finding a hyperplane that
best divides a dataset with the minimum cost into two classes in
a dimensional space. [35] Sotiriadis et al. [36] minimized perfor-
mance degradation in cloud computing, introducing a virtual machine
scheduling algorithm. They apply SVM to classify resource usage. As
a result, performance degradation has been minimized by 19%, and
CPU real-time has been maximized by 2%. Sant’Ana et al. [37] present
a real-time scheduling policy selection algorithm. They evaluated the
use of logistic regression and SVM to perform the mapping of running
queue job characteristics and machine states. The results show SVM
reached a classification accuracy by up to 81%.

2.4.2. K-means
K-Means is an unsupervised technique that attempts to split a given

dataset into a fixed number of clusters. In this method, each centroid
(k) is an existing data point in the given input dataset. The process of
classification and centroid adjustment is repeated until the values of
the centroids stabilize. The final centroids will be employed to produce
the final clustering. Gill et al. [38] propose a resource scheduling
technique for holistic management of cloud computing resources. This
method uses K-Means for clustering the workloads for execution on a
different set of resources. Results indicate that the authors’ proposed
technique is capable of reducing energy consumption by 20.1% while
improving reliability and CPU utilization by 17.1% and 15.7% respec-
tively. Xu et al. [39] formulate a generic job scheduling problem for
parallel processing of big data in heterogeneous clusters and design a
K-Means-based task scheduling algorithm, referred to as KMTS. Sim-
ulation results show that KMTS improves execution performance by
25% and 30% on average in single job scheduling and parallel job
scheduling, respectively, over existing methods.

3. Interference of dynamic workloads

Uncontrolled access to shared resources can cause performance
variations, leading applications to perform unsteadily or even fail. The
friction caused by the competition to access cache, memory, disk, or
internal busses is called resource contention [40]. I/O contention, for
instance, occurs when multiple tasks compete for a portion of disk
bandwidth in a context where the demand is higher than the available
resources. The constant expansion of data centers has raised a concern
regarding resource contention issues, where performance aspects are
crucial, and SLA cannot be violated, which is the case of cloud com-
puting infrastructures [8]. In order to understand interference effects
under dynamic workloads in a more appropriate way, first, we need
to understand the basics of how does each resource behaves and is
handled by internal devices while the workload varies. Furthermore,
we may need to understand what problems they might cause when
contention-related issues are applied to all those types of resources. In
every aspect, each of the main resources such as cache, CPU, memory,
disk, and network, are those that suffer the most by consolidated
applications that may share the same infrastructure [6].

This section aims to explain how the interference is profiled and
how applications with dynamic workloads act under different circum-
stances. Initially, we introduce the interference profiler used in this
work. After, we present a resource interference analysis, and lastly, its
impact on response time.
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3.1. Profiler and setup environment

To characterize the interference generated by each application,
we used a tool called IntP [8]. It profiles running applications us-
ing low-level kernel instrumentation, returning the interference levels
generated on each resource subsystem. Although IntP can be used to
provide metrics in realtime because of its low overhead, in this work
we used it only as an offline profiler to generate a dynamic interference
classification of the applications that will be used later in the dynamic
scheduling. It is structured in modules that are responsible for each type
of access on a specific resource at the infrastructure level, and outcomes
the percentage of hardware resources utilization, per application, in an
isolated fashion. This isolated measurement provides analytical infor-
mation to the system to determine how much an application interferes
with each other. The higher the metric is, the more interference the
application is profiled generates. More specifically, the tool returns the
percentage of interference of the following metrics:

• netp — physical network;
• nets — network queue;
• blk — disk;
• mbw — memory bandwidth;
• llcmr — last-level cache miss rate;
• llcocc — last-level cache occupation;
• cpu — CPU utilization;

All experiments have been performed over a Dell PowerEdge
740xd equipped with: 2x Intel Xeon Gold 5118 Processor, 300 GB
DR4 RAM Memory, 1TB Hard Drive, and 4x Gigabit Ethernet Inter-

ace. The adopted operating system is Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS (Xenial
erus).

.2. Resource analysis

To perform an in-depth analysis of interference generated on dif-
erent hardware resources from applications with dynamic workloads,
ode-Tiers1 has been adopted. This tool is a multi-tier benchmark

hat allows fine-grained personalization of resource utilization. Node-
iers stresses the computer system in various selectable ways and was
esigned to exercise various physical subsystems of a computer through
eb requests. This tool explores the web applications concept (client–

erver) and allows the creation of workload variations. The server-side
as performed over a server (presented in Section 3.1). While the

lient-side was configured on a different computer. Both pieces of
quipment were connected through a Gigabit Ethernet Network. The
oal is to stress a server in many ways (distinct resources), through
atency-sensitive applications, increasing the request arrival rate, and
bserving interference effects over the changes in workload behavior.

Firstly, we have chosen Node-Tiers algorithms that stress more a
iven resource. After, an increasing workload has been created, varying
rom 0 to 300 requests per second, within 300 s. Each algorithm was
xecuted in two ways: in isolation and two applications’ instances co-
osted, labeled here as parallel. Fig. 1 presents all experiments’ results,
epicting how each resource is affected by interference over time.
elow, a detailed analysis is discussed.

.2.1. Cache
Last Level Cache (LLC) memory is a hardware device created to

inimize the performance gap between the processing cores and the
ain memory [41]. When two or more processes are assigned to the

ame CPU node, threads occasionally share on-chip memory space,
nd it may lead to resource contention [8]. At the isolated execution,
t is possible to observe that the resource that suffers the highest
nterference is the cache, with an increasing but non-linear behavior.

1 https://github.com/uillianluiz/node-tiers
4

The next most affected resources are memory and CPU, which pur-
sue a linear trend. In parallel execution, cache interference increases
significantly, and some peaks in cache-miss occurred at the end of
the experiment. Although the interference suffered by the memory is
following a linear trend, this resource interference increases more than
twice in parallel compared to isolated execution. The same happens
with the CPU metric.

3.2.2. CPU
Multiple co-hosted applications running might outstrip the available

amount of CPU cycles, when this happens it is called CPU contention [8,
42]. In our experiment, even though the target resource to be stressed
is the CPU, the cache is the one that suffers the most from interference.
The CPU follows a linear trend, both in isolated and parallel execution.
In this case, the CPU, on average, duplicates over time, generating the
highest proportionality among all experiments. The memory rates seem
to double from isolated to parallel tests as well.

3.2.3. Memory
Memory contention happens when the memory requirements for

the active processes exceed the available system physical memory,
causing the system to run out of memory while dramatically decreasing
the system performance. To overcome this problem, the operating
system (OS) present two possible mechanisms: (i) System Paging, when
the OS starts to move fractions of active processes to the disk and
tries to recover physical memory and reestablish stability; and (ii)
System Swapping, when the OS starts to swap an entire process to
the disk to reclaim memory, causing tremendous disk overhead [43].
In the isolated execution, the memory follows a linear tendency until
a given amount of requests. When requests overtake such a quantity,
the CPU increases considerably, reaching interference rates over 90%.
This abrupt CPU growth happens when the request arrival rate reaches
more than 300 requests per second, approximately. Since workloads
are co-hosted in parallel execution, that request rate is reached earlier,
close to 150 s, creating a significant resource usage increment. So, it
is possible to note that not only resources are widely consumed, but
the experiment that should have finished within 300 s, finished close
to 310 s, generating performance degradation.

3.2.4. Disk
Disk throughput can be seen as the most volatile performance

metric in a system, because it is architecture-driven and might be
affected by external components, such as virtual memory, buses, and
I/O controllers [44]. For isolated execution, the increase in the disk
is smoothed, following a linear trend. In parallel execution, the inter-
ference that co-allocated applications generate follows an exponential
trend. Since the arrival request rate is doubling every second, it is
possible to observe that interference generated by the block storage
contention is significantly amplified.

3.2.5. Network
Network contention appears when processes send messages that

travel over the same network interface card (NIC), passing through in-
ternal buffers concurrently, thereby increasing job communication time
and degrading performance [45]. In isolated and parallel execution,
network back-pressure grows linearly. Comparing both executions, it is
possible to note that even if the load doubles in parallel execution, net-
work interference does not double proportionally. Besides, in parallel
execution, the use of cache is intensified, generating some cache-miss
incidences and presenting a strong relationship between network and
cache resources.

https://github.com/uillianluiz/node-tiers
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Fig. 1. Isolated and Parallel executions from Node-Tiers algorithms that stress the more cache, CPU, memory, disk, and network resources.
.2.6. General remarks
In general, we can conclude that each application has a specific

esource usage behavior, creating different interference rates. Besides,
hen observing specific resources, we highlight that applications can
enerate interference indexes according to the workload variation, pro-
ortionally to the load changes, which are the cache and CPU examples.
n the other hand, the opposite happens as well, when the interference
enerated does not follow the workload rise proportionality, that are
he cases of memory, disk, and network. Also, we state that these
nalysis results could change if they were executed over different
ardware, strongly depending on their characteristics or capabilities.

.3. Impact on response time

Left unmanaged, the competition for machine resources can lead
o severe response-time degradation and unmet SLAs [46]. Latency-
ensitive does not regularly imply hard real-time applications but also
pplications that have soft bounds on response times beyond which
sers will find the application behavior unacceptable. For instance,
sers expect a web search to complete within a specific amount of
ime [18]. So, delays in latency-sensitive applications runtime do not al-
ays represent properly their performance degradation or demonstrate
LA violations. Therefore, to evaluate such applications deterioration
ccurately, we have analyzed the response time degradation through
set of experiments. With Node-Tiers, we have combined all algo-

ithms, mentioned in the previous subsection, in parallel executions and
aptured their response times. To better explain, the application that
ses more the cache was combined with the one that uses more the
PU, memory, disk, and network. This experiment has been performed
ith all algorithms, matching all of them. All executions take the same
orkload and time interval: 0 to 300 requests per second within 300 s.
ig. 2 depicts all the collected response times from all tests.

It is possible to notice that each application has its specific incre-
ent in response time and none of them have a linear growth trend.

or example, in the CPU–network execution, the Network application
tarts to increase its response time before the CPU. In the CPU–memory
ase, practically memory does not change its response time behavior
hile CPU does.

Another interesting remark is that all executions with the same
pplication, in the diagonal line (i.e. cache–cache, CPU–CPU, and so
n), present the same behavior and start to increase their response
imes practically at the same time. This happens because the same
esource is being used, causing approximately the same response time
egradation.

It is worth mentioning that although each application has its char-
cteristics and different behavior, when co-hosted with another one,
he interference generated between them tends to affect proportion-
lly their response times, on average. This means that response time
egradation is proportional to each resource.
5

Table 1
Interference intervals and their respective level labels, introduced by
Ludwig et al. [14].
Interval Label

0% Absent
1%–20% Low
21%–50% Moderate
51%–100% High

4. Workload interference classification

Resource scheduling can be defined as the ability of cloud infras-
tructures to dynamically change the amount of resources allocated to a
running application. Hardware resources should be allocated according
to the change of workload, allowing the management of resources to
preserve the Quality of Service requirements at reduced cost [47]. In
the previous section, it has been stated that workload variations can
affect differently the behavior of applications, not only in resource us-
age but also in response time aspects. Each application execution might
have a different hardware subsystem comportment, strongly depending
on the workload variability. Therefore, an interference classification
scheme that perceives the changes of application behavior over time
becomes essential to perform interference-aware scheduling strategies
in cloud computing environments.

The most challenging part of the problem is to find a classifi-
cation scheme that can accurately determine how cross-application
interference affects each resource when they are being shared over
time [19]. To this end, this section presents a preliminary evaluation of
how different interference classification techniques impact interference
overhead and resource utilization. First, we discuss the impact of work-
load variation on the classification phase of these techniques. Then, we
evaluate their efficacy in reducing the overhead and improve resource
utilization in such a scenario.

4.1. Classification analysis

To evaluate scheduling policies alternatives, Ludwig et al. [14] have
created a classification method that explores interference at levels.
Such method analyzes the interference suffered by machine resources
(CPU, memory, disk, network, and cache) over the entire application
execution. The authors’ technique categorizes such resources with their
respective interference level labels, according to Table 1.

To introduce an example, we have run a QoS-oriented e-commerce
benchmark called Bench4Q [48]. This application has features to de-
duce a controllable and flexible representation of complex session-
based workloads and to simulate authentic customer behavior. First, we
created an increasing workload, starting with a low load and gradually
going to a high load, and profiled it with IntP. Bench4Q emulates active

e-commerce users through entities called Emulated Browsers (EBs), so
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he load started with 10 simultaneous EBs and every minute we added
0 more, ending the execution with 120 EBs (720 seconds). Fig. 3
hows interference suffered by each resource in this experiment. The
op chart presents the static classification method proposed by [14],
hich analyzes the interference levels over the entire application life
rocess and assigns just one label per profiled resource based on mean
alues. In this work, we refer to this classification format as Unique. To
valuate how well this technique deals with workload variations and its
mpact on the classification, we redid the same experiment segmenting
he trace in four parts and applying the same static classification
echnique to each part. Results are shown at the bottom chart of the
ame figure and we refer to it as Segmented.

It is possible to notice that there are resources that do not change
heir labels, for instance, memory, cache, and network. Since they
eep their interference metrics at the same level, on average, with no
xpressive variation, their labels are maintained. On the other hand,
lso some resources do change their labels, which are the CPU and disk
ases. The disk has a smooth decrease in its behavior, moving from
ow to absent label, at the execution halfway. Besides, CPU has the
iggest behavior change, starting with low, going to moderate levels,
nd ending with a high interference level.

While there exist applications with expressive variations in the
nterference metrics over a given period, we have noticed there exist
hose that do not present it. To better explain, we did the same
xperiment with a benchmark developed to evaluate database perfor-
ance for workloads, similar to those of Facebook’s production, named

inkBench.2 This application can be configured to simulate a variety
f workloads, and plugins can be written for benchmarking additional
atabase systems. Again, an increasing workload has been created. In
he LinkBench benchmark, it is possible to set the number of requests
operations) and the number of requesters (threads). The number of
equests was configured into 1000 (fixed), and the number of requests
aried from 10 to 50 (by 10 to 10). The entire execution was profiled
ith IntP. Also, a single classification was performed on top of the
ntire application execution. After, the execution was partitioned into
our parts as well, and each part was classified again. Results are
resented in Fig. 4.

The top chart (Unique) shows that only disk and cache suffer low
ates of interference, in general. By classifying the application in four
arts, in the bottom plot (Segmented), it is possible to notice that the

2 http://github.com/facebookarchive/linkbench
6

Table 2
Performance degradation generated by resource interference, introduced by Ludwig et
al. [14].

Level CPU Memory Disk Network Cache

Absent 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Low 1.03 1.07 1.12 1.05 1.07
Moderate 1.15 1.62 1.82 1.32 1.18
High 1.33 1.74 2.25 1.57 1.26

overall interference generated in each resource keeps the same labels.
This means that the interference metrics do not change significantly
to modify their labels. Concluding that: (i) there are cases where
interference levels do not change, even when their workload does; and
(ii) in these cases, the Ludwig et al. [14] classification method is well
applied since there is no representative variation in the interference
metrics.

Summing up, while Bench4Q execution generates a significant vari-
ation in terms of interference effects, LinkBench does not. This high-
lights that, due to their dynamic workload nature, each application
should be handled differently.

4.2. Impact on interference overhead

Aiming to evaluate interference changeability and scheduling as-
pects over time, by profiling the total interference generated of running
an application, a tool called CIAPA3 has been adopted. This is a
cheduling analysis tool that uses an interference overhead function,
epresented by their interference set 𝐼 ′. The interference level for each
esource is denoted as follows:

𝑔(𝐼 ′𝑟𝑒𝑠) = {𝐼 ∣ 𝐼 ∈ 𝐼 ′𝑟𝑒𝑠, 𝐼 > 1} (1)

here 𝑟𝑒𝑠 = {𝐶𝑃𝑈,𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘, 𝑐𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒, 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘}. The function 𝑔, de-
oted in Eq. (1), returns a set of values that are greater than 1. All
esource interference metrics are measured and allocated into an inter-
al. Depending on the interval in which they are set, the interference
verhead index value varies according to Table 2.

CIAPA tries to minimize the total interference overhead by testing
ll possible combinations of applications per host. Therefore, the result

3 https://uillianluiz.github.io/ciapa

http://github.com/facebookarchive/linkbench
https://uillianluiz.github.io/ciapa
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Fig. 3. Unique (top) and Segmented (bottom) Bench4Q static interference classification. To facilitate the visualization, a Loess function was applied to smooth short-term variations
in each resource. Resources labels that changed are shown in bold in the bottom plot. IntP metrics that do not suffer any interference in these experiments were not depicted.
Fig. 4. Unique (top) and Segmented (bottom) LinkBench static interference classification. To facilitate the visualization, a Loess function was applied to smooth short-term variations
n each resource. IntP metrics that do not suffer any interference in these experiments were not depicted.
s finally given by the multiplication of the cost of each resource, which
s calculated by using the function seen in Eq. (2).

𝑖(𝐼 ′) = 𝑓𝑖′ (𝐼 ′𝑐𝑝𝑢) ∗ 𝑓𝑖′ (𝐼 ′𝑚𝑒𝑚) ∗ 𝑓𝑖′ (𝐼 ′𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘) ∗ 𝑓𝑖′ (𝐼 ′𝑐𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒) ∗ 𝑓𝑖′ (𝐼 ′𝑛𝑒𝑡) (2)

To execute applications with dynamic workloads, we have elected
three different applications that can execute workload variation. The
first and second are the already mentioned Bench4Q and LinkBench.
The third one is a decision support benchmark called TPC-H.4 This ap-
plication evaluates the performance of various decision support systems

4 http://www.tpc.org/tpch/
7

by the execution of sets of queries against a standard database under
controlled conditions.

Different workload variations can change the behavior of the ap-
plication in terms of resource usage and performance. In order to
variate their comportment, four workload patterns have been set for
each application. We have set up the following workloads: Increasing,
Periodic, Decreasing and Constant. This idea has been inspired by Iqbal
et al. [15] study, where Increasing starts with a low load and gradually
goes to a high load. Periodic has continuously high-to-low and low-to-
high load variations. Decreasing is the opposite of Increasing, it starts
with a high load and gradually goes to a low load. Finally, Constant

keeps always the same workload.

http://www.tpc.org/tpch/
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Fig. 5. Comparison of interference overhead.

To evaluate interference variations, each application was submitted
o the 4 workload patterns, resulting in 12 different examples. These
xamples have been tested over different numbers of hosts, as follows:
, 6, 8, 10, and 12. After, we have applied two classification formats
n each workload: (i) Unique and (ii) Segmented. Where, Unique rep-
esents just a single classification over the entire application execution,
hile Segmented divides each execution into four parts and runs the

lassification on each one. Since, to perform the Segmented format, the
pplication was divided into four parts and each part outcomes a set of
nterference level labels, the outcomes from the Unique format were
ultiplied by four in order to create a proportionality between both

ormats.
Classification outcomes were inserted into CIAPA, and the results

re presented in Fig. 5. As mentioned before, CIAPA uses an interfer-
nce overhead function that represents the total interference generated
nto the system. The lower this result, the better the hardware is being
sed. This means that lower indexes present better hardware efficiency
o that reducing response time, makespan, and so on.

In general, the largest difference has occurred with the smallest
umber of hosts. These were the cases that happened more cross-
pplication interference. Resulting in greater performance degrada-
ion among co-located applications. With the growth of hosts num-
er, the difference between interference overhead incidence decreases.
herefore, resource concurrency among co-hosted applications tends
o decrease, as well. Only with the largest number of hosts, both
lassification methods, have achieved the same values. This happened
ecause each host ran only one application instance. Since there is no
ncidence of cross-application interference, the result has been led to
he minimum.

It is interesting to note that in all experiments, performed in Fig. 5,
he Segmented format reaches lower interference overhead indexes
han the Unique one. The results demonstrate that Segmented for-
at improved the hardware utilization efficiency by 22%, on aver-

ge, reducing resource consumption and also performance degradation
t the application level. This highlights that a workload-aware fine-
rained classification can reduce interference overhead while a single
ne can lead to less efficient scheduling decisions. Besides, evaluating
ross-application interference at time intervals tends to improve the
erformance of applications while preserving the Quality of Service
equirements.

From now on, in this paper, the Classification Method refers to
the method of how does each resource receives its interference level
within a given execution period, while Classification Format indicates
how many time slices the Classification Method is applied in: Unique
format for a single interference classification over the entire application
execution, and Segmented for multiple classifications.
8

Fig. 6. Classifier architecture overview: Component 1 represents the collecting of in-
terference metrics; Component 2 depicts the training dataset assisting machine learning
algorithms; Component 3 illustrates the classification process and its outcomes [49].

5. ML-driven interference-aware application classifier

In the previous section, we did some experiments under high work-
load variations running a static interference classification only once
(Unique) and several times along the execution (Segmented). Com-
parison results showed that the Segmented format reaches better re-
source utilization efficiency than the Unique one. However, the inter-
ference levels’ thresholds (Table 1) of the applied static classification
method [14] were empirically defined. Although this still resulted in
applications’ scheduling with better overall results, we have observed
that applying that method over some applications with high workload
variations could lead to an unrepresentative classification estimate.
Thus, this approach may face problems when dealing with different
types of applications that have dynamic workload patterns.

To tackle this issue, we created an interference-aware application
classifier based on the combination of two well-known machine learn-
ing techniques: Support Vector Machines (SVM) and K-Means. After
trained, the proposed classifier receives monitored metrics from appli-
cations and dynamically defines their interference levels thresholds for
each resource. This application classifier was first introduced in [49]
in its static variant, and here we improve this work by introducing a
dynamic version, where we apply the classifier several times during the
execution of an application to better react to workload variations and
possible changes in its interference levels.

This section details the classifier functionality and presents an eval-
uation of its utilization, performing different experiments. First, we
explain the overall functionality of how does the proposed classifier
work, including its dependencies and capabilities. Then, we present an
evaluation of the dataset and model validation. Lastly, we compare its
efficiency with related work.

5.1. Classifier design

Two machine learning algorithms work together to implement the
proposed classifier: SVM for classification and K-Means for clustering.
Initially, SVM receives interference metrics from the target application
collected each second by IntP, and those metrics are classified and
stored into resource queues for their respective classes: memory, CPU,
disk, network, and cache. Subsequently, K-Means quantifies values for
each queue and returns their interference level for a specific period.
Both machine learning algorithms use a training dataset, previously
defined, to assist their decisions. Fig. 6 illustrates an overview of how
the classifier works. More details about the classification method are
presented in the next subsections.

5.1.1. Interference profiling
To characterize the interference generated by each application we

used IntP. The general idea is to profile applications at runtime, return-
ing an interference for each resource used during execution: memory
(mbw), CPU (cpu), disk (blk), network (netp and nets), and cache
(llcocc and llcmr). IntP returns these metrics every second, based on the
workload variability (higher values correspond to a higher interference
overhead).
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5.1.2. Training dataset
To take advantage of selected machine learning techniques, it is

essential to have as much quantity of data as possible to use as input
in order to train the models. However, no available datasets were
found in the literature with cross-application interference traces. To
tackle this issue, Node-Tiers has been used. Since this tool is able to
stress the computer system in many ways, through web requests, we
could generate a diversified interference dataset by performing various
algorithms.

To maintain a data history from each interference class, we had to
stress the main resource classes and store their interference metrics. To
better understand, let us take an example: To collect CPU interference
metrics, Node-Tiers has been set with cpu parameter, which means
only the CPU was stressed. To collect the cache class, cache parameter
has been set, and so on. We have produced five major interference
classes: memory, CPU, disk, network and cache. More precisely, 10,000
samples have been collected from each class of interference, resulting
in a dataset with 50,000 samples.

5.1.3. Classification process
The proposed ML-based interference classifier dynamically defines

thresholds and assigns interference levels for each resource used by the
monitored applications for a particular time slice, without the need for
user intervention.

The target application is monitored with the IntP tool, every second,
generating data from 7 resource metrics (described in Section 3.1).
This data is passed to SVM as input data to be classified. SVM is a
supervised technique, so it uses labeled data from a training dataset
to label the new data. SVM takes this tuple of 7 interference values
and categorizes it into one of the 5 resource classes: memory, CPU,
disk, network, and cache. The idea here is to select the class that best
represents the interference generated by this application in this second
and store the interference value(s) in its respective queue. Since this
is done at runtime for all applications that are being executed, it is
a way to reduce overhead, selecting the most representative values
for each class. After a system defined time interval, the values stored
in these resource queues become K-Means input data, so that the
corresponding interference level for each resource is assigned. This two-
step classification process is repeated until the end of the execution,
characterizing the dynamicity of our approach, where interference
levels are reevaluated regularly so that we are able to better react to
changes in the workload.

Inspired by [14], we used four possible levels: absent, low, mod-
erate, and high. But in our work, these thresholds are not empirically
predefined, but variable for each resource and automatically defined
in the K-Means training phase. When there is no interference incidence
from a class (no data in the respective queue for the period), the
classifier interprets it as Absent.

K-Means, previously trained, determines the interference levels of
each resource class. 𝐾 represents classes division: low, moderate, and
high. Therefore, its value has been set to 3 (𝑘 = 3). At the beginning of
the classification process, SVM trains its model and K-Means finds its
centroids. Since both techniques are supported by an already created
dataset, the SVM model and K-Means centroids are the same until
retrained.

For example, we may have an IntP tuple for a running application
(i.e. [0%, 0%, 3%, 15%, 5%, 10%, 80%]) as input in a particular second
classified by SVM as ‘‘CPU’’. This output is buffered in the respective
class queue, in this case CPU. This classification phase is repeated for
the duration of a time interval, and then these class queues become
K-Means input to determine an application interference level for each
class within the monitored interval. These queues are only used to
buffer the SVM output for each class since SVM runs each second and K-
Means runs for each time interval. The goal here is to reduce overhead
since this is done at runtime.
9

The classifier was implemented using the free statistical software
tool R.5 To execute SVM and K-Means algorithms we have elected
e1071 [50] and stats [51] R packages, respectively. Basically, SVMs
can only solve binary classification problems. To allow for multi-class
classification, libsvm performs the ‘‘one-against-one’’ technique by
fitting all binary subclassifiers and finding the correct class by a voting
mechanism [50]. Even though we have chosen R in this work, the
model design is not limited to this specific tool, other software or
libraries, such as Keras6 for Python or Weka7 for Java, could also
potentially be utilized. One factor in choosing (or dismissing) a machine
learning platform is its coverage of existing algorithms [52]. R provides
flexibility for implementing several types of model architectures.

Many machine learning techniques are available in the literature,
and depending on the chosen one, there are different sets of pa-
rameters to be configured. In order to: (i) not over- or under-fitting
the training model; (ii) to eliminate the user responsibility of setting
these parameters; and (iii) to find the best set of parameters for ma-
chine learning techniques, caret 8 package has been used. This package
provides a standard syntax to execute a variety of machine learning
methods, thus simplifying the process of systematically comparing
different algorithms and approaches.

Since our application classifier analyzes workload behavior through
interference metrics, this approach can be applied with other inter-
ference metrics and monitoring tools (like PAPI9). All files, includ-
ing source codes and results, are available at GitHub10 and Code
Ocean [53].

To better understand the classifier functionality, Fig. 7 presents the
execution of Bench4Q under an oscillating workload. Each class of
interference is demonstrated separately, together with its classification
level for the elapsed time. Overall, CPU and cache are more stressed
than memory, disk, and network. It is worth noting that disk and
network resources have undergone low interference rates, on average
less than 2% and 5%, respectively. In this case, network classification is
categorized as absent while the disk is labeled as low. Although mem-
ory values seem not particularly elevated (less than 25% on average),
our classifier labeled this resource class as high, based on the K-Means
threshold setting.

5.2. Classifier evaluation

In this section, we analyze the training dataset and validate the
proposed ML model presenting its quality metrics.

5.2.1. Dataset analysis
In reference to data analysis, machine learning techniques process

the dataset and produce a set of descriptive statistics on the included
features. In addition to a handful of metrics, these techniques support
statistics on configurable data slices and cross-feature statistics such as
the correlation between them. The correlation between a component
and a variable estimates the information they share. The variables can
be plotted as points in the component space using their correlation as
coordinates [54].

Fig. 8 presents the Circle of Correlations. This image shows the
correlations between all interference metrics collected to develop the
training dataset and the principal components (PC) are shown via
coordinates. The relationships between all variables can be interpreted
as follows:

5 https://www.r-project.org/
6 https://keras.io/
7 https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/index.html
8 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/caret/index.html
9 https://icl.utk.edu/papi/

10
 https://github.com/ViniciusMeyer/interference-classifier

https://www.r-project.org/
https://keras.io/
https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/caret/index.html
https://icl.utk.edu/papi/
https://github.com/ViniciusMeyer/interference-classifier
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Fig. 7. Bench4Q execution under an oscillating workload.
Fig. 8. Correlations circle of dataset interference classes.

• Different assets moving in the same direction are positively corre-
lated; if they move together exactly, they are perfectly positively
correlated;

• Uncorrelated returns have no relationship to each other and have
a correlation coefficient of close to zero; so, they are orthogonal
to each other;

• Negatively correlated returns move in opposite directions (quad-
rants). Series that move in exactly opposite directions are per-
fectly negatively correlated.

By looking at this image, observing all features, we can get impor-
ant insights into the shape of the dataset. It is worth noting that there
s a strong positive correlation between some interference classes, such
s llcocc and mbw. On the other hand, there are those that present a

negative correlation, such as cpu and blk. This means that: (i) while the
cache is used, memory bandwidth is used as well; and (ii) while CPU
is consumed, the disk is practically not required. This information is
essential for the clustering phase (K-Means) since it uses those data to
train and find the optimal centroids arrangement (interference interval
levels). It is noteworthy that information comes from the training
dataset, and if we change it, the correlation between resources probably
will have different behavior (directions), strongly depending on the
data.

5.2.2. Model validation
Usually, when a model is created with the support of machine

learning techniques, a validation step is performed to find out if it has
a good quality rate. We validate that a model is safe to serve when a
simple premise is reached: the quality measures have to achieve reason-
able rates. For this purpose, we have elected two classification quality
measures [55]: (i) Accuracy is the most common measure to evaluate a
classification process. It is defined as the degree of right predictions of a
model (or conversely, the percentage of miss-classification errors); and
10

(ii) F1-Score (or F-Measure), that makes a relation between Precision
Table 3
Quality measures of machine learning techniques. (– not applicable)
Measure SVM K-Means

Accuracy 0.97 –
F1-Score 0.98 –
Rand Index – 0.82

and Recall metrics. The SVM algorithm was evaluated by repeating
a 5-fold stratified cross-validation 10 times, with different randomly
selected partitions. This mechanism finds the model with the highest
validation score.

For clustering, we have defined Rand Index [56] (or Rand Mea-
sure) as a quality measure. Rand Index is a measure of the similarity
between two data clustering. It has become the index of choice in
comparing the agreement between two separate partitions of the same
dataset. This measure adjusts for chance agreement and is not re-
stricted to comparing partitions with the same number of segments.
Complete independence between the two divisions yields a Rand Index
of essentially zero. Complete association yields an index of 1.0. From
a mathematical standpoint, this index is related to accuracy but is
applicable even when class labels are not used.

All quality measures range between 0 and 1. The higher the mea-
sured value, the better their quality. All mentioned metrics are pre-
sented in Table 3.

In all experiments, the quality metrics presented acceptable rates.
This means that both machine learning techniques used in the classifier,
induce a good training quality.

5.3. Comparison with state-of-the-art

To evaluate the proposed dynamic ML classifier, we compared it
to two static classification approaches (Ludwig et al.), that uses cus-
tomized classification intervals, and a variation of it that uses propor-
tional intervals (Proportional), to verify our claim that we would cope
better with applications that have dynamic workloads. We also com-
pare it to the state-of-the-art in round-robin scheduling as a baseline
(Even). More details about these techniques are presented below:

• Even implements the EvenScheduler algorithm, which is the
Apache Storm11 default scheduler. This algorithm distributes
computation tasks across nodes in a Round-Robin manner [57].
When tasks are scheduled, this approach counts all available slots
on each node and places application instances to be scheduled one
at a time to each node while keeping the order of nodes constant.
We have decided to use this method because Apache Storm is a
well-known framework that processes real-time data, like cloud
multi-tenant systems, which are the target applications in this
work. Besides, we consider Even as a baseline since it is the less
optimized approach.

11 https://storm.apache.org/

https://storm.apache.org/
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Fig. 9. Interference levels used in each classification method and their respective
intervals. Ludwig et al. (A) and Proportional (B) use static thresholds for determining
their interference classes while in our classifier (C), they are variable, automatically
defined without user intervention.

• Ludwig et al. [14] evaluate the profile of the application work-
loads and uses an interference classification at levels. This ap-
proach was introduced with details in Section 4.1 and was chosen
because it is the work most closely related to ours. The difference
between this work and ours lies in the fact that the classification
is static, done only one time in the beginning and the definition of
interference levels thresholds are fixed and empirically defined.

• Proportional is similar to [14] but categorizes the interference
from each profiled resource through a proportional division of
the interference levels ranges (1/3 for each level, low [1%-33%],
medium [34%-66%], and high [67%-100%]). This technique was
chosen because this strategy to define fixed thresholds is com-
monly adopted in the resource management field [58,59].

One of the main challenges when classifying the interference levels
f an application is to define thresholds between each level for a
pecific resource (for example, is 30% CPU interference low or mod-
rate? And 60% memory interference, moderate or high?). Even uses
n ‘‘in order’’ scheduling strategy, so, it does not take interference
lassification aspects into account and, because of that, does not need
o define interference levels. Ludwig et al. (A) and Proportional (B) are

similar approaches that utilize an interference classification based on
fixed thresholds. In our approach, we use variable thresholds auto-
matically defined for each resource using ML. This is one of the main
contributions of this paper. To better visualize these differences, Fig. 9
depicts how the interference levels are defined for each technique. It is
worth mentioning that the two dashed lines (close to the points 30 and
70, on the x-axis) in our classification approach (C), are for illustrative
purposes only, and the arrows indicate that they can vary depending
on the workload.

To perform the comparison, the same workloads, with the same
patterns (increasing, periodic, decreasing, and constant) and over the
same applications (Bench4Q, LinkBench, and TPC-H), mentioned in
Section 4.2, were adopted.

As we saw in the experiments in Section 4, employing the Seg-
mented format to classify workload interference levels can reduce
interference overhead, since a classification scheme that better rep-
resents workload variations tends to use resources more efficiently.
Therefore, in this experiment, we expanded this approach into dynamic
classification methods that reclassify the workload after regular time
intervals. More specifically, the monitored period was set to 180 s,
which is a common interval found in related work that dynamically
reevaluates classifications at runtime, like [29]. Classification outcomes
were inserted into CIAPA over different numbers of hosts, as follows:
4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. The results are presented in Fig. 10.

In this figure, it is possible to observe that, in all executions, the Even
method presented the worst results (higher indexes), which was already
expected since this method ignores interference among applications.
11
Fig. 10. Comparison of interference overhead with state-of-the-art.

In general, our solution demonstrated the best placement results, pre-
senting an improvement in the resource utilization efficiency by 27%,
on average, compared to the other strategies from related work. The
only exception appears with 12 hosts. In this case, each host handles
only one application, producing no interference rate and generating
the lowest possible interference overhead. As the number of hosts
decreases, interference overhead indexes become higher. Therefore, the
resource concurrency among co-hosted applications tends to increase as
well. With 4 hosts, the highest indexes occurred, revealing the case with
more cross-application interference incidence and greater performance
degradation.

Preliminary results, with different workloads, have confirmed that
resource interference is a characteristic that has a high impact on appli-
cation performance, which was already demonstrated by related work.
These experiments enforce that an ML-driven interference-aware dy-
namic classification scheme, which represents better the variability of
workloads over time, can improve results even more, executing efficient
scheduling decisions while enhancing the performance of applications
and reducing SLA violations.

6. Related work

Many studies have been previously conducted on building
interference-aware scheduling strategies, and the challenge is to have
fast and scalable tools for addressing real-world applications. Fur-
thermore, with virtualization technology, it has become possible to
consolidate easily and quickly adapt resource allocation. Consequently,
many recent efforts have studied performance interference issues in
light of these new capabilities. In this section, we only discuss those
works that are most closely related to interference-aware classification
and scheduling aspects.

Consolidating multiple applications in physical machines, with vir-
tualization techniques, has become a standard to cloud providers. This
consolidation, however, may result in performance-related problems
such as resource interference. In order to reduce the effects of such
issues, Ludwig et al. [14] propose placement algorithms based on inter-
ference and affinity policies and evaluate them for different workload
scenarios. As a result, they achieve a reduction in response time of 10%
compared to interference strategies and up to 18% when considering
only affinity strategies.

Zhu and Tung [29] developed an interference model that pre-
dicts the application QoS metric. The key distinctive feature is the
consideration of time-variant inter-dependency among different levels
of resource interference. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed
model, the authors tested several applications from a test suite and
SPECWeb2005 and have achieved an average prediction error of less
than 8%. In addition, it has been demonstrated that using the pro-
posed interference model to optimize the cloud provider’s metric (num-

ber of successfully executed applications) to realize better workload
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placement decisions and thereby maintaining the user’s application
QoS.

Delimitrou and Kozyrakis [28] propose Paragon, an online and
scalable data center scheduler that is heterogeneity and interference-
aware. Paragon is derived from robust analytical methods and instead
of profiling each application in detail, it leverages information the
system already has about applications it has previously seen. It uses
collaborative filtering techniques to quickly and accurately classify
an unknown, incoming workload with respect to heterogeneity and
interference in multiple shared resources, by identifying similarities
to previously scheduled applications. Results show Paragon maintains
QoS guarantees for 52% of the applications and bounds degradation
to less than 10% for an additional 33% out of 8500 applications on a
1000-server cluster.

Bu et al. [30] introduce a task scheduling strategy to mitigate
interference and meanwhile preserving task data locality for MapRe-
duce applications. The authors’ strategy includes an interference-aware
scheduling policy, based on a task performance prediction model, and
an adaptive delay scheduling algorithm for data locality improvement.
The interference and locality-aware (ILA) scheduling strategy has been
developed in a virtual MapReduce framework. Effectiveness and effi-
ciency evaluation on a 72-node Xen-based virtual cluster show that
ILA is able to achieve a speedup of 1.5 to 6.5 times for individual jobs
and yield an improvement of up to 1.9 times in system throughput in
comparison with four other MapReduce schedulers.

Zang et al. [31] propose two schedulers: one in the virtualization
layer designed to minimize interference on high priority interactive
services, and one in the Hadoop framework that helps batch processing
jobs meet their own performance deadlines. The authors’ approach uses
performance models to match Hadoop tasks to the servers that will
benefit them the most, and deadline-aware scheduling to effectively
order incoming jobs. The combination of these schedulers allows data
center administrators to safely mix resource-intensive Hadoop jobs with
latency-sensitive web applications, and still achieve predictable perfor-
mance for both. The evaluation shows that both schedulers allow a
mixed cluster to reduce web response times by more than ten fold while
meeting more Hadoop deadlines and lowering total task execution
times by 6.5%.

Chen et al. [12] present CloudScope, a system for diagnosing in-
terference for multi-tenant cloud systems. It employs a discrete-time
Markov Chain model for the online prediction of performance inter-
ference of co-resident VMs. It uses the results to optimally (re)assign
VMs to physical machines and to optimize the hypervisor configuration,
e.g. the CPU share it can use, for different workloads. The authors have
implemented CloudScope on top of the Xen hypervisor and conducted
experiments using a set of CPU, disk, and network-intensive workloads
and a real system (MapReduce). The interference-aware scheduler im-
proves virtual machine performance by up to 10% compared to the
default scheduler, achieving an average error of 9%. The authors claim
that the hypervisor reconfiguration can improve network throughput
by up to 30%.

To address latency-sensitive application issues, such as QoS im-
pact, and overcome limitations in existing offline approaches, Shekhar
et al. [18] present an online, data-driven approach that utilizes Gaus-
sian Processes-based machine learning techniques to build predictive
runtime models of the performance of the system under different
levels of interference. The predictive online models are then used in
dynamically adapting to the workload variability by vertically auto-
scaling co-located applications such that performance interference is
minimized, and QoS properties of latency-sensitive applications are
met. A comparison with a representative latency-sensitive application
reveals up to 39.46% lower tail latency than reactive approaches.

Wang et al. [32] developed data-driven analytical models to es-
timate the effect of interference among multiple Apache Spark jobs
on job execution time in virtualized cloud environments. Next, they
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present the design of an interference-aware job scheduling algorithm
leveraging the developed analytical framework. The evaluation of
model accuracy was measured using real-life applications on a 6 node
cluster while running up to four jobs concurrently. Experimental results
show that the scheduling algorithm reduces the average execution
time of individual jobs and the total execution time significantly and
ranges between 47 and 26% for individual jobs and 2 to 13% for total
execution time, respectively.

When addressing interference-aware scheduling, most of the above-
mentioned related studies apply prediction models [12,18,28–30,32],
since they perform scheduling actions based on previously measured
application performance. Many of them also employ online scheduling
strategies [18,28–31], since they keep profiling their job metrics at
runtime to improve scheduling decisions. Our approach is different in
the sense that we classify applications based on their resource usage
and tell the scheduler to avoid similar stress patterns in the same ma-
chine, trying to prevent interference from happening in the first place.
While [14] method uses the same general approach as we do, it uses
fixed customized thresholds for the interference levels and scheduling
decisions are static, valid for the entire application execution. Our
approach applies variable thresholds defined for each resource without
user intervention, and a dynamic ML-driven scheduler that reevaluates
interference among applications during the whole execution. This can
cope much better with applications that have dynamic workloads, the
focus of this work.

7. Conclusion and future directions

Cloud computing has been attracting great attention from the IT
community due to the promise of unlimited computing resource pro-
visioning and the pay-per-use model. Such systems can offer these
benefits through the virtualization technique, allowing large data cen-
ters to dynamically take advantage of their infrastructure while reduc-
ing energy consumption bills. Besides, cloud computing providers ap-
ply resource scheduling policies to manage their hardware efficiently,
improving application performance and user satisfaction. However,
multiple cloud services contending for shared resources generate cross-
application interference among them, and this can lead to severe perfor-
mance degradation. There are several pieces of evidence showing that
interference is related to the performance penalty of application and
may occur depending on the application workload and its variation.

After looking for related-studies in literature, we have evaluated
how this topic has been covered recently and discovered that there
are still research opportunities to explore regarding dynamic resource
scheduling strategies and workload variation patterns. In this paper, we
have begun to analyze dynamic resource scheduling issues based on the
interference profile through the proposal of an ML-driven classification
scheme. First, we have run experiments to investigate how hardware
resources behave in different situations. After, we have applied an in-
terference classification method using Unique and Segmented formats,
concluding that interference levels can change over time in applications
with dynamic workloads. Afterward, we have compared both classifica-
tion formats and discovered that a workload-aware fine-grained classi-
fication scheme could present an improvement in scheduling decisions
by 22%, on average.

Although Ludwig et al. static classification method [14] resulted in
placements with better overall results than state-of-the-art, executing
that method over applications with significant workload variations
could produce unrepresentative classification estimates, as we showed
with our Segmented format experiments. Based on these findings, in
this work, we propose and evaluate a dynamic interference-aware
application classifier based on machine learning techniques. Results
show that our solution is able to improve scheduling decisions by
27%, on average, when compared to other approaches, thereby re-
ducing cross-application interference at the application level in cloud
computing infrastructures. Therefore, we can conclude that workload
distribution is an important aspect that should be taken into account
by interference-aware scheduling policies. Thus, we highlight that an

interference-aware classification scheme that better represents work-
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load variability can significantly reduce the interference overhead,
improving resource utilization while reducing violations of Service
Level Agreements.

In future work, we expect to evaluate the influence of applica-
tion interference over time. We are interested in investigating the
use of time-series segmentation algorithms, such as online change
point detection to monitor and process data from applications as it
becomes available. The goal is to detect structural changes in the data
at runtime, identifying the best moment to trigger scheduling decisions,
instead of using regular intervals.
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